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Introduction 
 

“Don't cry because it's over, smile because it happened.” 
― Dr. Seuss 

“By seeking and blundering we learn.” 
― Johann Wolfgang von Goethe 
 
FireHorse Inc has been in the consulting industry for 30 years in one form or another including sole 
proprietorships, partnerships, umbrella corporation, and then a C corporation.  It would be nice to 
believe we’ve experienced it all.  But since we’re still alive – apparently not! 
 
I have this quote posted at my desk to remind me that all joys and all frustrations eventually pass: 
 

“Life will give you whatever experience is most helpful for the evolution of your consciousness. 
How do you know this is the experience you need? Because this is the experience you are having 
at the moment.”  
― Eckhart Tolle 

 
Experience gives us breadth and depth of domain knowledge.  It’s not a stylish suit that can be tailor-
made for you but a suit of armor that you accommodated to and for you. 
 
During those 30 years we’ve served US, international, and multinational clients in aerospace, 
engineering, and manufacturing; banking, investments, international finance, mortgage, financial 
services; federal, state, county, regional, local, and non-governmental organizations; business, property, 
casualty, medical, dental, optical, and other insurance organizations; logistics, transportation, and 
component manufacturing; medical, dental, optical, mental health, public health, pharmaceutical, and 
laboratory services; retail and e-business; telecommunications and technology companies. 
 
Here are some of our stories.  Clients from the same domain have been blended and you will not see all 
these clients on our resumes (that’d be book-length – ugh!).  We’ve also tried to fictionalize enough to 
provide cover for our mutual disappointments.  It’s the narratives that are important not the names of 
the organizations. 
  



Worldwide Logistics Company  
 
“It’s hard to be a diamond in a rhinestone world.” 
― Dolly Parton 
 
“If a man is called to be a street sweeper, he should sweep streets even as a Michelangelo painted, or 
Beethoven composed music or Shakespeare wrote poetry. He should sweep streets so well that all the 
hosts of heaven and earth will pause to say, 'Here lived a great street sweeper who did his job well.” 
― Martin Luther King Jr. 
 
 
A long, long time ago we consulted for a worldwide logistics company which shall remain nameless, in a 
major transportation hub which shall also remain nameless, in a country which shall remain nameless.  
  
Ah, darn it!  Fictionalizing true war stories without naming names is challenging.  From now on we’ll call 
them by acronyms.  So the organization above gets to be WLC. 
 
WLC grew like a mushroom during boom years and had offices around the world.  It shipped by truck, 
rail, air, boat, pack beastie, and any other mode it needed to use.   
 
It was brilliantly creative and performed wonderful awe-inspiring miracles for its beloved customers.  It 
shipped into war zones and disaster areas not just major metropolises and easy-to-get-to destinations.  
It provided all kinds of special handling (definitely not a company that would ship level 4 bio-hazards in 
fragile test tubes by bulk shipping!) 
 
Sadly, their customers were not all that great at paying their invoices upon receipt, and WLC suffered 
horribly as the cash flow challenges and losses piled up. 
 
WLC called in advisors from all the big consulting houses – one after another – and asked all of them: 
who is to blame? 
 
A huge witch-hunt ensued and heads rolled for years.  Never a good thing for morale.  And an 
unpleasant reality financially.  But the cash-flow problem did not improve.   
 
Finally our small boutique consulting firm was called in and was asked: who is to blame?  We said, ‘we 
are.  Five years ago - before we were hired - we should have told you to reorganize your AR system to 
not extend credit to clients who have stiffed you for certain amounts.’ 
 
Ah, the relief!  Finally, WLC was able to list in their after-action reports that FireHorse Inc. admits it was 
their fault.  Big sigh, brows wiped of flop-sweat, tension released.   
 
Now progress could be made. 
 
Then we worked with WLC to analyze their accounts receivable.  What kinds of clients did WLC have?  
Who paid on-time in full?  Who paid late but in full?  Who were the deadbeats?  Why weren’t they 
paying? 
 



It turned out the one-time customers accounted for a large percentage of the delinquent accounts.  Not 
a problem: we (collaborative we) arranged to outsource collections to offshore firms with the reminder 
to be courteous but firm.   
 
We arranged test accounts and test drop boxes for each offshore firm.  We tested with the names and 
numbers of WLC employees to see how the outsourced collections went.  We ended up switching 
offshore firms far more than once.  We were not going to have WLC customers mistreated! 
 
Still some of the one-timer accounts payable had to be written off as bad debt. 
 
It also turned out that non-profits were taking advantage of WLC’s big heart and community values.  
Now there was a prickly topic: how do you ask charities to pay their hefty up-to-decades in arrears 
accounts? 
 
That we ended up handling personally instead of outsourcing.  We contacted these non-profit customers 
initially by mail with a statement regarding how pleased WLC had been to help them with their 
humanitarian efforts and reminded them of all the times WLC went above and beyond reasonable 
expectations to ensure their shipments arrived intact and in time.   
 
We listed all the shipments by date, detail, and price.  And we asked non-profit customers to work with 
us set up a plan to pay.  We followed up with reminder calls and letters - never escalating, always 
courteous, and always firm. 
 
Still some of the non-profit accounts payable had to be written off as bad debt and or forgiven as 
goodwill. 
 
The last category was for-profit corporations that continued to ship with heavy volume but simply did 
not pay their invoices.  We sent them courtesy reminders too and offered to work out payment 
schedules.   
 
And notified them that effective immediately: we would not ship for customers 90 days or more in 
arrears. 
 
WLC services are not fungible commodities.  It offers critical international services for fair profits.  High-
volume deadbeats were welcome to take their business elsewhere.  There are plenty of fixed-rate, 
minimal service international carriers who would be happy to have these customers – at least for a short 
while. 
 
WLC had decades of experience and was one of the best logistics companies in the world.  They were 
terrified the changes in customer resource management would result in a huge drop-off in clientele.   
They loved their customers and treated them wonderfully.   
 
But they didn’t have the outsider perspective on their organization.  They were too close to the situation 
and too emotionally invested in their firm’s identity and core values. 
 
We (FireHorse we) told them we would personally take any angry customer phone calls and WLC gladly 
set up call forwarding to our offices.  We did get a few calls and worked with their customers to set up 
payment plans.  We also happily apologized and soothed ruffled feathers.  That’s what we agreed to do. 



 
The customers paid slowly.  But then WLC customers started paying in ever increasing regularity.  WLC 
was paid.  The offshore firms were paid.  We were paid.  (Too bad we didn’t ask for a share of the 
collections - now that would have been nice!) 
 
WLC worked with us to set up a fee schedule.  Based upon their decades of experience working 
international logistics we (back to collaborative we) knew roughly how much each of the transport legs 
cost including subcontracted carriers charges, insurance, facilitation, permit fees, etc.   
 
Instead of having to bill after delivery we could bill up-front with customary costs and let the clients 
know that they may still be billed for excess charges up to their specified limits.  There would still be the 
miracle shipments which WLC was so justly proud of handling. 
 
But one-time customers paid up-front – and only for well-travelled routes (no miracles or special 
handling) without credit and background checks.  Non-profits and for-profits paid customary fees up-
front and we always did credit and background checks on larger customers.  
 
Payment schedules were tailored to WLC customers’ industry and needs.  Time-intensive?  Yes, of 
course.  But WLC delivered outstanding services and well-deserved their fees.  And their beloved 
customers deserved WLC’s consideration of their particular needs. 
 
We also worked out a rating system for the subcontracted carriers.  WLC could not afford 
subcontractors that failed to uphold WLC’s reputation and high standards.  This information had to be 
immediately accessible to the field offices despite limited connectivity and in some cases limited power 
availability.   
 
WLC could not allow incompetent or unreliable subcontractors to ruin the customer experience.  Nor 
could WLC allow field offices to use accessibility, convenience, or friendships to pick carriers.  We talked 
to the field offices too.  What did they need? 
 
We talked with the subcontractors too.  What did they need?  Some needed as much lead time as they 
could get to start the process from their sides.  Some needed the handling specifics.  Some needed 
government forms pre-filled, categorized, translated, and filed.   
 
We worked with WLC to streamline those processes too.   Anything that removed bottlenecks allowed 
WLC to continue to wow their customers. 
 
So who was to blame?  Almost everyone involved was doing the best they could.  FireHorse accepted 
the blame because we were prepared to accept the responsibility to facilitate change. 
 
What does FireHorse do?  It’s not technology.  That changes.  It’s not process management.  That 
changes too so sometimes.  Accounts receivable analysis: sometimes.  Accounts payable analysis: 
sometimes.  Collections: ugh!  Not if we can avoid it!  Marketing analysis: sometimes.  Mostly we help 
clients do whatever they do – better! 
 
If we had to name as specialty, we’d say we listen.   We ask the right questions. 
  



Why use outside consultants? 
 
“One person's craziness is another person's reality.” 
― Tim Burton 
 
“The fact that we live at the bottom of a deep gravity well, on the surface of a gas covered planet going 
around a nuclear fireball 90 million miles away and think this to be normal is obviously some indication 
of how skewed our perspective tends to be.” 
― Douglas Adams 
 
 
There is absolutely nothing wrong with inside consultants.  They know the company intimately.  They 
know the people involved.  They know the processes.   

If pressed, some of them can even reel off the organizations’ touchstone motto, mission statement, and 
core values.  They know last year’s profits by quarter.  Heck, some of them can even sing the 
organizations song or advertising jingle! 

They probably know infinitely more about the organization than any outside consultant will ever know! 

Sometimes they are the best choices for tackling a problem.  They are discreet and their paychecks are 
at stake.  If it’s a small enough issue, no one ever needs to know the issue existed. 

So why use outside consultants? They may have domain knowledge but they don’t know your company.  
They certainly don’t know the people involved.  They have to ask about the specific processes.  Their 
paychecks are at stake too! 

But what if it’s a big issue?  And the investors and everyone else can see it?  If it is not just smoke – but a 
raging inferno?  Well, then you better get relief – fast! 

The reason some problems can’t be solved by inside consultants is because at high enough levels at 
certain organizations key people surround themselves with echo choruses.  This results in epic failures 
where everyone says, ‘OMG!  What were they thinking?!’ 

The answer is: the leader was having delusions of competence and the poor inside sycophants were 
thinking they couldn’t take getting fired for dissent.  Ouch! 

Nobody is ever a villain in their own stories.  Their actions always made sense to them at that time and 
justifiable in retrospect. 

To balance out the success story here is a failure story. 

  



Multinational Technology Solutions Company 
 
“Hubris is when God screws you over for being a smartass.” 
― Raymond L. Atkins  
 
“Some of the biggest cases of mistaken identity are among intellectuals who have trouble remembering 
that they are not God.” 
― Thomas Sowell 
 
 
This one is a bit harder to write.  Once upon a time there was a multinational technology solutions 
company.  It was a hero survivor of the dot-com bust.  And its founder was worshipped as if he were a 
legend or maybe just a demi-god.  
 
MTSC too was having cash-flow problems.  Just like WLC, right?  Wrong!  MTSC had no interest in what 
its customers needed.  MTSC had no interest in analyzing its accounts receivable. 
 
MTSC had offshored all the nuts and bolts to concentrate on ‘vision, brand, and prestige.’   
 
The accounts receivable system was a sloppy mess of spaghetti code – a Frankenstein’s monster that 
makes Healthcare.gov look sleek and well-designed.  Without endless hours on the phone, and the 
assistance of native guides (sadly, not joking!), no data could be extracted.  The information that was 
extracted was incomplete – and inaccurate. 
 
MTSC’s brightest minds did not want to hear about the issues.  ‘Just fork-lift it!”  We ground our teeth 
and tried again to explain why that would not work.  
 
A fun, fun series of snarky meetings – snark on their part – not ours.  Zingers right and left.  Often at our 
expense.  But we were committed to help.  We knew MTSC could regain its former glory.  We wanted to 
be part of their success. 
 
So the data was fork-lifted onto a new platform.  Naturally, this did not resolve the data issues.   
 
Customers were calling and complaining – rightfully so! They were getting bills they had already paid in 
full or in some cases bills for someone else entirely. 
 
We tried again to tactfully call attention to the matter. ‘Outsource customer service!’ 
 
And so it was.  The technical call center had long been off-shored.  The manufacturing and assembly was 
off-shored too.  So was accounting and all the support functions - including information technology.  
Even marketing had been off-shored.  MTSC was as virtual and zero-footprint as possible.   
 
Some poor frustrated customer finally called the founder directly.  Not sure how they came up with the 
phone number since we were never able to reach him without going thru his gate-keepers.  (Applause 
for wonderfully persistent customers!!) 
 
The founder flew into a rage.  Red-faced and snarling he tore thru the campus threatening everyone 
even his loyal yes-men.  Our fingers were itching for our cell phones – what a perfect example of seagull 
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management!  (Fly in, flap arms, yell and scream, excrete everywhere, then fly away.)  We resisted 
preserving the moment for youtube (guaranteed viral!) but it was darned challenging. 
 
At that point we surrendered to the futility of the situation and ended what initially looked like a 
lucrative assignment.  We returned the tar baby and took the blow to our reputation.  We wrote up our 
recommendations which were probably round-bin filed.   Such is life! 
 
There were moments of gallows humor.  Like when the system crashed and we discovered the backups 
were on the same machines as the primaries.  In some cases the exact same platters!  Unplanned 
vacation – whoohoo!   
 
This is what results from off-shoring what should have been considered key aspects of a technology 
solutions provider.  FMTT (excuse our language) but what were they thinking when they did that?! 
 
Who was to blame?  We were.  We had helped so many clients with these issues that we were certain 
we could help MTSC too.  The obvious warning signs were there.  Founder disengagement: check.  
Faddish management: check.  The commitment to style over substance: check.   
 
Shame – and tar – on us. 
 
Here we see the fallacy of composition.  Did the founder see what was good for him personally – 
accolades, puffery, and warm fuzzies – didn’t translate to benefits for his organization, customers, and 
other stakeholders?   
 
I love warm fuzzies too.  Like chocolate, they should be savored.  But you can’t live on them.  Sadly, we 
see a lot of this behavior in our financial services and governmental clients. 
  

http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=tar%20baby


The value of experience 
 
“Turn your wounds into wisdom.” 
― Oprah Winfrey 
 
“In order to rise from its own ashes, a Phoenix first must burn.” 
― Octavia E. Butler 
  
There are days when we need the t-shirt this guy is wearing: 
 

 
 

Yesterday when we were young, clients would tell us we were too young – we needed to pay our dues.  
Decades later young trendy types tell us we’re too old – we need to get with the times. 
 
We like to think we’re experienced.  We’re not the wet-behind-the-ears MBAs employed by big name 
consulting firms.  We actually have the time in trenches and the domain knowledge clients need. 
 
Some things are true everywhere.  No customers = no business.  If you allow your financials to get away 
from you bad things will happen.  Cash flow is lifeblood.  (Insert ominous music here)  Even hot start-ups 
can burn thru founding money.  Mining companies can too.  And oil and gas exploration firms can far too 
easily. 
 
Things you overlook will come back to bite you.  Murphy exists!  Lack of empathy for people up and 
down your supply chain yield resentments – without fail!  Lack of concern for stakeholders invite 
reprisals during challenging times.   
 
Murphy’s law = entropy = chaos at the margins of any endeavor.  Change is constant until TEOTWAWKI.  
Challenges are inevitable. 
 
No outside consultants will ever know your businesses as well as you do.  But you are hiring them for 
their objectivity.  Because they are outsiders.  Because they have a wider pool of experience to draw 
from.  Because they are always judged on their results. 
 
Good outside consultants are judged like good brain surgeons:  by their results – and by their bedside 
manner.  Are they trustworthy?  Are they experienced?  Can they work in an environment where they 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Murphy%27s_law
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have responsibility but almost no control over patient behavior?  Can they run the right tests and 
interpret the results?  Can they explain their diagnoses?  Can they get your cooperation with their 
treatment plans?   
 
Yes, we practice solving problems just like doctors practice medicine and lawyers practice law.  Of 
course when we fail, patients don’t die and clients don’t usually go to jail.  (Sarbanes Oxley anyone?) 
Do we get hired for our analysis and then get ignored as with MNTC?   Do patients always follow medical 
advice?  Do clients always follow legal admonitions? 
 
We wrote this book because the endless stream of scandals proved to us this book was needed even if 
the message wasn’t positive or happy.  Yes, dear potential clients, you will be judged in the court of 
public opinion.  Any deep, dark secrets you have will eventually be emblazoned for the world to see 
despite non-disclosure agreements and arm’s-length clean-up crews.  Lawful does not mean ethical and 
Nixon-esque denials serve no purpose except to provide fodder for comedians and pundits. 
 
Let me let you in on a non-secret: we are often called in to deal with governance, risk management, and 
compliance (GRC) issues.  Sarbanes Oxley, HIPAA, ACA, ADA, every acronym or TLA under the sun.  ISO, 
ICD, BASEL I/II/III compliance?  Bring it on! 
 
With over 40000 new laws, rules, and regulations coming into effect every year in the United States 
alone.  Multiplied by the 193+ sovereign states and it becomes impossible for anyone to be in full 
compliance with all the laws, rules, and regulations that apply to their organization.  Ignorance of the 
law is not just a valid excuse but a mathematical certainty.  Judgment is necessary to decide which to 
comply with and which to gloss over with confidence that your ethical behavior will keep you relatively 
safe.   
 
Here’s another secret: if you had concrete proof of your most loathsome competitor or frenemy has 
done what you’re contemplating and would whistle-blow on them in a heartbeat for doing so - Don’t do 
it!! 
 
Sometimes we’re brought in to speak truth to power, point out hubris (yes, delusions of competence are 
everywhere!), or at least provide cooler heads.  Consider us memento mori, jesters, or scapegoats.  We 
serve a purpose.  We remind organizations that actions and inactions have consequences – often 
predictable and some unintended.  From letting little things slide and mistreating customers, to toxic 
waste dumping and corporate criminality; it’s a slippery slope and sometimes you need outsiders to 
point things out. 
 
Back in the internet dark ages, organizations could sweep scandals, rumors, and other shameful secrets 
under carpets.  Hide skeletons in corporate closets.  Claim plausible deniability.  Now even lawful but 
unethical behavior can get your organization trashed forever in the minds of the public stakeholders.  
Where’s the beef in your burgers and tacos?  How much sawdust is in your foodstuffs?  Do you use GMO 
or toxic ingredients?  Are your imports fair trade?  Are your goods produced by child, prison, corporate-
town, or sweatshop labor?  Do your human resource policies lead to violence and suicide – or poverty? 
 
Your organization needs a moral conscience.  And a scrupulously clean reputation!  After Edward 
Snowden’s revelation Google’s “Don’t be evil” motto is grounds for scorn and ridicule.  Microsoft’s 
products are being uninstalled in record numbers.  Part of it is the blatant mistreatment of their core 
customers but the other part is the corporate/state fascism.  Facebook’s Zuckerberg badmouths his 
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customers on record, excuses NSA snooping, and then wonders why droves of people are permanently 
shutting down their accounts. 
 
Time for another cautionary tale. 
  



Veteran-Owned DoD Contractor 
 
“Waste no more time arguing about what a good man should be. Be one.” 
― Marcus Aurelius 
 
“It's discouraging to think how many people are shocked by honesty and how few by deceit.” 
― Noël Coward 
 
 
Once upon a war – one of dozens of wars and military engagements the United States has been in – 
there was a small veteran-owned organization that served the Department of Defense.  VODC was 
veteran-owned and veteran operated.  They provided jobs for service-disabled men and women.  Their 
preference was for former government employees with security clearances. 
 
They were a certified small business and competed for the smaller government projects.  They served 
their clients faithfully and were scrupulous to a fault.  They kept great records and were eventually 
facility certified as well.  They had dozens of successfully completed government projects under their 
belt. 
 
Where is the conflict, you ask.   I’ll get to it but first I want you to know they were good people.  
Dedicated to supporting their brothers and sisters in arms and as pure as driven snow. 
 
We were brought in because they needed an earned value management system to comply with 
government regulations.  They had detailed records so that portion of our contract was simple enough. 
 
VODC was also having unforeseen issues with their DoD client.  They were stumped.  They had followed 
every regulation.  Dotted every I and crossed every T.   
 
We came in and went thru our security clearances too.  Then we met with their client to discuss the 
issues.   
 
For months we worked together on all issues and resolved them fully to the best of our abilities.  We 
worked with the DoD to show how our EVMS followed every task of every project from how VODC came 
up with their quotes to final wrap-ups.  Nice pats on the back all around.  Plenty of smiles and high 
expectations of future successful projects. 
 
Where is the conflict, you ask again.  This story is boring!  I’ll get to it right now, O impatient reader! 
 
In previous years, VODC was the prime contractor on all the projects.  On a specific project, VODC had 
brought in a subcontractor for hardware maintenance.  The subcontractor did not have a facility 
clearance so VODC worked with the DoD to set up the subcontractor on-base.  In the second year, the 
subcontractor (called FC from now on for frenemy corporation) demanded to be placed on an equal 
footing with VODC on the bid.  In the third year, FC insisted on separate contracts and bid against VODC 
on several contracts including this specific project.  It caused a few tense moments and discomfort but 
VODC had brought FC in and wanted to keep the peace.  So VODC soldiered on. 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earned_value_management


It was now the fourth year and FC had taken to badmouthing VODC.  We tried talking to FC but VODC 
was now seen as the enemy and we were shut out of hardware discussions because we were not part of 
that contract. 
 
A series of service outages and other hardware issues resulted in VODC calling FC since FC had a 
24/7/365 maintenance contract and was supposed to have support on-base at all times.  Frequently our 
calls went unanswered.  We’d log the attempt and notify FC and the DoD in writing - as required.  This 
resulted in further hard feelings but FC’s actions were causing delays for VODC. 
 
One Monday after a full weekend without access, we visited FC’s on-base operations.  And found the 
facilities locked with lights off.  We called the government contracting office and set in motion a fatal 
chain of events for VODC. 
 
FC stepped up the attacks and VODC tried to explain the necessity of having FC follow thru on their 
contractual obligations.  We encouraged VODC to whistle-blow on FC because their actions were clearly 
criminal but VODC resisted.   
 
We pointed out that our security clearances demanded that we report wrong-doing at once and by then 
we’d had dozens of reports into the DoD and a log with the base security of the visits we’d had to FC’s 
empty, unlit operations on-base.  VODC insisted on contracting legal advice before filing a provable 
report. 
 
Sadly, the scandal blew open before the lawyer CYA efforts could provide shelter.  The government 
contracting agent (non-civilian) had conspired with FC in exchange for unspecified favors.  Every 
contract that agent had signed was now suspect and terminated. 
 
VODC was tarred with the same brush as FC and DoD contracts dried up.  VODC is no more. 
 
Who was to blame?  We were - for not whistle-blowing ourselves even though we did not have standing 
in the contract.  VODC was because they had proof of FC’s wrong-doing (no clue about the conspiracy 
though).  The non-civilian agent was definitely to blame as was FC but that was beyond our influence 
and control. 
 
Scary to think that lawful ethical behavior will not save you from harm but this sad cautionary tale is 
true.  Not only must your organization be beyond reproach but your contacts must be too. 
 
Two mea culpa’s in a row.  Time for a story where we did well. 
  



Regional Public Service Success 
 
“The price of greatness is responsibility.” 
― Winston Churchill 
 
“It is wrong and immoral to seek to escape the consequences of one's acts.” 
― Mahatma Gandhi 
 
 
Once upon a time we were contracted by a set of small cities (which will now be called RPSS) that shared 
the emergency management and public safety services.  Firefighters have long been our heroes (and 
childhood occupational dream roles).  A chance to do well by doing good!  O happy day!   
 
RPSS had enviable emergency response times and we were thrilled by the opportunity to help them do 
better.  The first thing we did was talk to all the emergency response people, the city councils, mayors, 
and city managers – what were their biggest issues? 
 
It turned out the biggest issues were financial (who could have guessed back then?).  The cities were all 
facing nuisance suits.  We worked with the city attorneys and their insurers to review the risk 
management – slip/trip and fall, blown fuses in appliances (these green cities cogenerated power for 
their inhabitants) and damage from emergency vehicles were the three primary causes of lawsuits.  
These cases were usually settled out-of-court and usually by the insurers - resulting in ever-higher 
insurance premiums. 
 
We compiled the lists of slip/trip and fall complainants and unsurprisingly the same lawyers and same 
plaintiffs were recurring year after year and in all the cities.  Fishy enough?  How clumsy could these few 
people be?  We handed those lists to the insurers who in turn hired private detectives.  All above board 
and all sourced from public records.  No ethical qualms on our parts.   
 
Once those private detectives had enough evidence, the police received the fraud complaints and the 
city attorneys started their fraud cases and disbarment filings against the ambulance chasers.  The 
insurers filed quite successful civil suits to recover funds and premiums started dropping. 
 
The next largest category of claims was of power surges destroying appliances.  These were compared 
to the SCADA records and it was quickly obvious which were and were not likely.  City engineers and 
repair people offered free-of-charge whole house surge protectors in the older neighborhoods (very few 
takers even though it was likely power surges were more probable given the age of the fuse/circuit 
breaker systems) and the RPSS posted SCADA data on the internet so every resident could see how 
smooth power operations were.  The insurers armed with now publicly available SCADA data had 
something to use in these lawsuits and there too the number of cases dropped and the payouts were 
less problematic.  All above board and all sourced from public records.  No ethical qualms on our parts 
here either.  Yay, us!   
 
The third largest category of claims was of emergency service vehicles causing property damage.  The 
firefighters openly admitted to ramming vehicles blocking hydrants and in some cases clipping vehicles 
that did not properly yield right-of-way to emergency vehicles.  These were lawful and ethical actions 
necessary to save lives and property in emergencies.  Quite a bit tougher quandary than the first two 
categories - because the plaintiffs were understandably upset. 



 
Front and back cameras were installed on emergency vehicles that activated whenever the sirens were 
on and police officers not otherwise occupied were encouraged to come along in their official vehicles.  
The police ticketed drivers who failed to yield and had offending vehicles towed away after the resulting 
damages.  Ouch! 
 
Some moral qualms and some outrage on those cases.  It was the right thing to do but it sucks that such 
efforts were necessary.  The city attorneys were busy.  Costs were recouped.  And premiums dropped. 
 
All these efforts were publicized on RPSS websites and in the local newspapers - nothing sneaky or 
under-handed though possibly heavy-handed.  There were quite a few complaints by would-be plaintiffs 
but more praise from the citizenry for the improved emergency response times. 
 
We continued working with those agencies for years bringing in hazmat, utility, business, waterway and 
road maintenance data into the emergency services system.  We were proud to have the placards that 
identified us consultants as key members of the emergency service teams.  The geographic information 
systems effort we were involved in won awards and articles were written lauding the improvements. 
 
Since then, the cities have declined somewhat as the MSAs grew and these smaller cities were absorbed 
into the Borg collective.  Police scandals from the bigger cities spilled into these cities as did general 
criminality and poverty.   
 
We rarely do smaller governmental projects anymore but they were enjoyable.  We still do county, 
state, and federal projects though.  It’s nice to tell true stories where outcomes were good, justice was 
served, and wrong-doers suffered consequences. 
 
Who was to blame?  RPSS was to blame for any legitimate slip/trip and fall cases caused by poor road or 
sidewalk maintenance.  Ditto for power surges.  We worked diligently to schedule, track, and ameliorate 
those issues.  We doubt any city will ever be perfect.  Pedestrians should pay attention to their 
surroundings and sensitive electronics should be on surge protectors.  RPSS emergency services vehicles 
did damage property and insurers did pay for some of the damage in cases where juries decided RPSS 
had contributory responsibility.  No real villains here though some definitely unethical and possibly 
criminal behavior. 

Here we see the fallacy of the collective.  Don’t the scamsters, ambulance chasers, and selfish drivers 
see the impact of the damages done to their communities?  What if they were the ones impacted by 
higher taxes and poorer emergency response times?  They are, of course, but it’s foolish to think of 
people as collective beings – we are all individuals and have handy rationalizations for all that we do.  



Toys of the trade 
 
“I love deadlines. I love the whooshing noise they make as they go by.” 
― Douglas Adams 
 
“The reason I talk to myself is because I’m the only one whose answers I accept.” 
― George Carlin 
 
 
We used to have a foam-and-feather string bird puppet – great for demonstrating seagull management.  
Later it was replaced by a youtube clip of dancing ostriches.   
 
We used to have a male and a female tear-apart Velcro boss voodoo dolls.  Sadly, someone complained 
that we were encouraging workplace violence (really?!).   
 
We’ve had hands-on manipulation puzzles.  We’ve had tarot decks and cosmos cards.  We’ve had books 
– Dilbert, Calvin & Hobbes, Ferengi Rules of Acquisition, Book of Questions, among others. 
 
Why?  Because they encourage people to linger and to talk to us.  The last things we need would be a 
confessional booth, psychoanalyst lounger, or metal interrogation table complete with hot naked light 
bulb.   
 
Yes, we ask questions – sometimes uncomfortable ones.  We provide people with things to play with so 
they can talk more freely.  We’d rather have people think of Lucy’s doctor-is-in-booth, Schroeder’s piano 
top, or even Snoopy’s doghouse roof. 
 
If people can laugh with us or eat with us or relax with us or strive towards common goals with us, then 
they can communicate with us.  We honor confidentiality when we can. 
 
Some people like in-person meetings.  Some people like skype.  Some people like phone calls.  Some 
people prefer to write (and revise) emails so they can be sure that their complete meanings are 
conveyed.  Some people would rather respond to anonymous surveys. 
 
Some people want meetings.  Some people want presentations with Q&A sessions.  Some people want 
workshops or webinars.  We’re flexible – as much or as little interaction as people are comfortable with. 
 
We have no way to compel people to communicate with us.  We can’t hire or fire them.  We can’t 
directly affect their paychecks.  We can only ask for their cooperation in working towards mutually 
beneficial goals.   
 
Responsibility without authority. Persuasion without coercion. Consensus thru cooperation.  It allows us 
to retain our necessary outside status. 
 
We use the resources our clients make available.  Yes, we use computers.  We’re tech savvy and are 
excellent coders.  We often request access to data for analysis and synthesis.  We model information 
and architect systems/processes.  We listen to and tell stories. 
 



But primarily we use our ears and our empathy to understand and to help.  Most problems are not 
exclusively technology-related.  Nor are most problems exclusively people problems.  Consulting is high 
concept, high touch, and moderate-to-high tech.   
 
Sometimes we get hired to be the villain or the scapegoat.  We were once hired to “develop a roadmap 
for technological innovation” – but what the client really meant was for us to let the IT department 
know their jobs had been off-shored and their services were no longer required/desired.   
 
So we were the scary bad guys in the script.   
 
We told the truth to the IT folks: that their jobs were ending but as professionals we needed them to 
cooperate in the hand-off so their employer could continue as a going concern.  Not much fun!   
 
The client’s circumlocution and spin were not appreciated by us or our designated victims.  That client is 
on our blacklist along with MTSC.   
 
Yes, of course we will fulfill the roles clients need us to - but don’t lie to us and don’t expect us to lie to 
others.  Unpleasant truths need to be communicated too.  (Psst!  Mr. Emperor – you’re naked!  Can we 
interest you in a paper gown or a fig leaf?  And by the way – you’re mortal and this too shall pass.  No 
problem.) 
 
We hate PHB’s and slimy spin-meisters.  How can we deal in truths if everyone shades their meanings 
from us?   
 
We can take responsibility for previous outcomes as long as we are involved in the ameliorations 
(remember WLC?). 
 
We’re big fans of Demotivational posters.  We laugh but the messages have enough truth to bite.  Good 
conversation starters too.  Plenty of flinching and wincing when messages hit home.  Humor requires 
higher brain function and we need thinking people to work out solutions.  Sometimes we need ungentle 
nudges to push us out of our mental ruts. 
  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pointy-haired_Boss
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spin_%28public_relations%29
http://www.despair.com/demotivators.html


Where’s Your Head? 
 
“Talk sense to a fool and he calls you foolish.” 
― Euripides 
 
“Stupidity isn't punishable by death. If it was, there would be a hell of a population drop.” 
― Laurell K. Hamilton 
 
We admit to sometimes browsing the Darwin Awards and in indulging in the guilty pleasure of 
schadenfreude for the troubles of our blacklisted clients.  It reminds us how correct Einstein is about 
infinite nature of stupidity.   
 
We’re only human.  We empathize for the victims and innocent stakeholders of those failures and would 
gladly help if we could.  Sometimes we get to help with disaster-relief and recovery.  More often we get 
to put out organizational smolders and blazes (and fulfill our inner firefighters). 
 
For all the lofty proclamations of good global corporate citizenship the number of flops and scandals 
now number so great that only the most foolish make rank – by year (!?!): 
 
AlterNet’s 10 Companies Vying for 2013 Corporate Hall of Shame 
BBC’s Worst CEO’s of 2013 
Better Business Bureau: Worst scams from 2013 to be aware of  
Business Pundit’s 10 most unethical business practices of big business - 2013 
CNBC Biggest Corporate Blunders of 2013 
CNN's The dumbest deals of 2013  
DSC’s The fail trail: 15 worst digital marketing blunders of 2013 
Forbes’ Worst CEO screw-ups of 2013 
Huffington Post's 2013's Biggest Political Blunders  
Inc’s 6 Worst Tech Blunders of 2013 
MSN’s 2013 Customer Service Hall of Shame 
NY Post’s The worst social media blunders of 2013 
Smart Company the 20 most notable collapses of 2013 
 
Sometimes they make all-time worst’s: 
List_of_corporate_collapses_and_scandals  
10 Worst Corporate Accounting Scandals of All Time  
18 Worst Companies In America 
25 Biggest Corporate Scandals Ever 
25 corporate collapses – and the lessons learnt 
25 worst mistakes in history  
Biggest Business Blunders in History  
CNN’s Above the law: America's worst charities  
Forbes: our take on the 10 biggest frauds in recent US history  
Leadership Freak's Top 25 Dumb Mistakes Leaders Make  
 
There are endless flops and scandals with public entities, politicians, regulators, and organizations that 
serve them.  Way too many for us to write about but we see the headlines daily and lived through 
untold numbers of them.  Yes, we whistle-blew whenever public safety was at stake and we couldn’t 

http://www.darwinawards.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Schadenfreude
http://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/63051/klaus-schwab/global-corporate-citizenship
http://www.alternet.org/environment/9-companies-vying-2013-corporate-hall-shame?paging=off&current_page=1#bookmark
http://www.bbc.com/capital/story/20131212-the-worst-ceos-of-2013
http://cjonline.com/news/2014-02-16/better-business-bureau-worst-scams-2013-be-aware
http://www.businesspundit.com/10-most-unethical-business-practices/
http://www.cnbc.com/id/101283178
http://money.cnn.com/gallery/investing/2013/12/24/dumbest-deals-2013.fortune/index.html
http://www.digitalstrategyconsulting.com/intelligence/2013/12/the_fail_trail_15_biggest_digital_marketing_blunders_of_2013.php
http://www.forbes.com/sites/susanadams/2013/12/18/the-worst-ceo-screw-ups-of-2013/
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/12/27/2013-political-blunders_n_4508783.html
http://www.inc.com/john-brandon/6-worst-tech-blunders-of-2013.html
http://money.msn.com/investing/2013-customer-service-hall-of-shame
http://nypost.com/2013/12/31/worst-social-media-blunders-of-2013/
http://www.smartcompany.com.au/growth/economy/34976-the-20-most-notable-collapses-of-2013.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_corporate_collapses_and_scandals
http://www.accounting-degree.org/scandals/
http://www.businessinsider.com/the-18-worst-companies-in-america-2010-11?op=1
http://list25.com/25-biggest-corporate-scandals-ever/?view=all
http://www.smartcompany.com.au/leadership/strategy/71-20090212-25-corporate-collapses-and-the-lessons-learnt.html
http://www.businessinsider.com/worst-mistakes-in-history-2011-4?op=1
http://www.businessinsider.com/the-biggest-business-blunders-in-history-2013-11
http://www.cnn.com/2013/06/13/us/worst-charities/
http://www.forbes.com/pictures/mjd45efdil/our-take-on-the-10-biggest-frauds-in-recent-u-s-history-2/
http://leadershipfreak.wordpress.com/2011/07/26/top-25-dumb-mistakes-leaders-make/


resolve the issues any other way.  Usually we whistle-blew within the approved channels - sometimes 
with legal advice.  So far we have not needed to whistle-blow to the public at large.  For most of our 
clients it’s been indifference or ignorance rather than malevolence. 
 
There have been plenty of books and reports on the sociopaths and psychopaths among us.  And as the 
world population swells it is statistically likely the net number of both has swollen too.  But I find it hard 
to believe that all poor judgment can be blamed on brain- and/or chemical pathology or flaws in 
environment and/or culture. 
  
Conscience cannot be outsourced and still be genuine.  The confessional booth does not absolve you of 
responsibility.  Penance is not restitution.  Legal settlements should not just be a cost of doing business.  
Legal does not translate to ethical.  Your actions and inactions have consequences – some of which are 
unintended. 
 
So ask yourself:  where’s your head? 
 
  



Cost-cutting your way to Hell 
 
“Selling something only to steal it back to sell again is not only dishonest, but highly profitable.” 
― Jarod Kintz 
 
“The Master said, “If your conduct is determined solely by considerations of profit you will arouse great 
resentment.” 
― Confucius 
 
Here’s another secret:  cutting corners on quality, service, safety, and other costs may yield temporary 
boosts to profits but will absolutely contribute to your longer-term decline.  Planned obsolescence is 
hardly a trade secret and certainly will not catapult your organization to greatness.  Fads pass.  Results 
matter.  Reputations linger. 
 
The advice from the Great Depression would not work in current times.  Indeed destroying productivity 
didn’t work back then either – it only prolonged and deepened the depression.  The broken-window 
fallacy is rather obvious to anybody with a brain.  Take a good look at inner cities anywhere and you will 
see plenty of decaying infrastructure.  If there are no benefits in a trade, there will be few takers.  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Velocity_of_money 
http://topdocumentaryfilms.com/light-bulb-conspiracy/  
 
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2014-05-24/plausible-denial-aka-cancer-leadership 
Forced labor, child labor, environmental disregards, illegal use of unsafe chemicals (just to name a few) 
are many times the underlying reasons why something can be produced so much cheaper. Yet, as long 
as they don’t ask – they didn’t know. 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plausible_deniability 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Due_diligence 
<a href="http://www.accounting-degree.org/scandals/"><img src="http://www.accounting-
degree.org/scandals/accounting-scandals.jpg" alt="The 10 Worst Corporate Accounting Scandals of All 
Time" width="500"  border="0" /></a><br />Source: <a href="http://www.accounting-
degree.org">Accounting-Degree.org</a> 
http://money.cnn.com/gallery/news/companies/2013/12/27/business-scandals.fortune/ 
Inc's 6 Blunders That Can Wreck a Business Deal  
 
http://www.infoworld.com/d/cloud-computing/cloud-failures-cost-more-71-million-2007-195895 
http://www.zdnet.com/news/top-10-risks-of-offshore-outsourcing/299274 
 
The fallacy of “money is wealth.” 
The fallacy of production for its own sake 
The fallacy of the “free lunch.” 
The fallacy of the short run 
 
Temp help 
Special-purpose trainer 
Unique experience 
Prior practice 
Strategist 
Change agent 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/2/27/London_%281932%29_Ending_the_depression_through_planned_obsolescence.pdf
http://topdocumentaryfilms.com/light-bulb-conspiracy/
http://money.cnn.com/gallery/news/companies/2013/12/27/business-scandals.fortune/
http://www.inc.com/christina-desmarais/6-legal-blunders-that-can-wreck-a-business-deal.html


rescuer 
  



Major Taxing Authority 
 

“We contend that for a nation to try to tax itself into prosperity is like a man standing in a bucket and 
trying to lift himself up by the handle.” 
― Winston Churchill 
 
“There is no worse tyranny than to force a man to pay for what he does not want merely because you 
think it would be good for him.” 
― Robert A. Heinlein 
 
Since the beginning of human recorded time, there have been taxing authorities.  It doesn’t matter if 
you call them royalty, religious organizations, mutual-defense families, cartels, unions, private central 
banks, or other polite euphemisms.  In all cases, they claim to be mandated by some higher power to 
fleece the sheeple for some higher purpose. 
 
Moral quandaries aplenty here!  We’ve worked with quite a few taxing authorities including ones that 
claim participation is ‘voluntary’ (we’re not tax resistors [been on the enforcement side too often] and 
stay out of politics and other criminal endeavors).  
 
After our award-winning work with RPSS and other government agencies, we were quickly drawn into 
projects dealing with waste, fraud, and abuse.  What better places to test our battle-readiness than 
taxing authorities?  After all, we still have do-gooder, firefighter fantasies! 
 
This is story is a combination of several taxing authorities, at several levels of governments.  Now for the 
story: 
 
MTA extracts/extorts public funding through taxation on real, personal, and business property; personal 
and business revenues; and special programs, licensing, and permits.  MTA found itself in hot water 
after having off-shored its geographic information services through a very large international consulting 
firm which will remain nameless (let’s call them VLIC).  The project was in its second year and was 
already a significant multiple over budget and had yet to yield any useful results.  In order to save face, 
we were brought in under the banner of VLIC to try to salvage the situation.  We reported to MTA but 
billed through VLIC who was entitled to a very significant mark-up on our efforts. 
 
The first thing collaborative we did was end the off-shored portion of the work. And demand the return 
of all equipment, materials, data, and work-in-progress.  The first three categories were ‘missing and 
presumed destroyed’ and the work-in-progress was pure garbage.   
 
Yawn: you’ve heard this story a million times before.  Rather mundane apocrypha but in too many cases 
true. 
 
We invited a wide variety of international and domestic subcontractors (including the offshore 
subcontractor that had been cut off) to attend our webinar series before competitive bidding on fixed-
bid/fixed-time/fixed-work portions of the GIS work.  We needed to know their capacity and levels of 
comfort with the work involved.   
 



We had the equipment vendor demonstrate the process as we described what, when, how, and why it 
was needed and the intended usage.  We specified the technology to be used and the expected 
deliverables – MTA would no longer supply the equipment and materials – only the process 
requirements and the data in specified formats. We also covered the standards by which the work 
would be judged and the penalties for sub-par contract performance.   
 
Remarkably few subcontractors bid.  The original subcontractor put in the highest bid and was 
eliminated.  The equipment vendor was happy to sell the equipment and training materials and happily 
rebated part MTA’s costs of ‘missing’ technology. Quite a few of the equipment vendor’s people 
collectively bid and were awarded portions of the GIS work still under the VLIC banner but managed by 
MTA. 
 
MTA negotiated smaller subcontractor mark-ups with VLIC and required the subcontractors billed 
invoices (and ours!) be paid on receipt by VLIC. 
 
As their portions were completed and judged satisfactory, subcontractor invoices were turned over VLIC 
and the next portions assigned.  Pretty fast moving - though as with all projects subject to minor upsets. 
Nothing could be done about the sunk time costs. 
 
MTA still needed to recoup some of the sunk effort costs.  VLIC was (unsurprisingly) unwilling to rebate 
any of their fees nor did they plan to offer discounts on future projects (there were very many).   
 
We worked with MTA’s legal advisors and employees to develop a list of possible users for MTA’s GIS 
data.  We contacted mortgage lenders, mapping services, insurance companies, real estate and 
development companies, law firms, collection agencies, other and smaller governmental agencies, 
among others to see if they would be interested in buying our publicly-sourced, value-added data on a 
subscription basis.  Some purchased our data on a one-time basis.  Some signed up for the subscriptions.   
 
The results were nowhere close to offsetting the sunk costs, of course.  But a nice on-going revenue 
stream to defray future costs. 
 
We served with MTAs (and VLICs) to bring in ludicrous volumes of data: personal property, vehicle and 
drivers’ license, professional licensing, financial accounts, credit, voter information, birth, death, 
marriage, divorce, employment, termination, social services, public aid, charitable, criminal, public 
records, health and psychological, insurance, and other data to complete a more comprehensive view of 
tax sheeple. 
 
MTAs are incredibly heavy buyers, sellers, and traders of data.  Some of which is head-scratching-ly 
obscure – what possible use could it serve? 
 
We checked ourselves in the mirror to see if Sith would stare back.  Surely we had achieved minion 
status?  Although non-collaborative we are still apolitical and tax cooperators, our personal politics has 
shifted significantly towards voluntaryism. 
 
Who was to blame?  Everybody!  Centuries of history and tradition generated systems that seem 
designed to be wasteful and/or corruptible.  MTAs are just the enforcement arms of those systems.  
VLICs are just the private partners of those systems.  Tiny firms like ours are drawn in with the best of 
intentions to cut down on the sometimes rampant waste, fraud, and abuse. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voluntaryism


 
Yes, our firm still enables MTAs.  Yes, our firm will gladly subsist on the crumbs from the VLICs tables.   
 
Is it right?  It is real-life.  And all consultants know to deal with what is versus what we wish it to be. 
 
Government agencies are heavy users of consulting services though they prefer VLICs to smaller firms.  
VLICs are also heavy users of consulting services to do the actual implementations.  Smaller firms like 
ours cannot compete against VLICs even on small business set-asides (yes, VLICs get those too).  My firm 
is a certified Minority Business Enterprise, Woman-Owned Business (for all the good that does).  We 
don’t have the financial power to compete.  Governmental agencies are notoriously slow payers (ask me 
about getting paid in warrants and promises sometime!). 
 
What does our profile look like?  We’re fully-compliant as much as anybody can be with the millions of 
new regulations issued every year by government agencies world-wide.  Like VODC, we’re as 
scrupulously conscientious as we know to be (and we try to avoid vouchsafing for any other entities).  
We have security clearances and routinely whistle-blow up approved channels.  We continue to offer 
our services for waste, fraud, and abuse prevention and amelioration. 
 
We can only hope that the shepherds see us as fleece rather than mutton. 
 
I’d love to see a radical populist movement to restore self-government.  And if it existed, we would love 
to be part of the reformation and amelioration of the damage caused by fascism/cronyism and its 
resulting learned helplessness. 
 
I went into consulting to serve – to help people - and to help organizations better serve people.  
 
 I’m still going to do my part to the best of my abilities and if I can do well by doing good – ah, Bliss! 
  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Populism
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Self-governance
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fascism
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cronyism
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Learned_helplessness

